Temos
Accreditation for
Medical Travel
Coordinators

ADVANTAGE
BEST SERVICE
BEST VALUE

Temos: Your Advantage

BEST PRODUCT

Unique BeneƤts
of Temos
Accreditation:
Complimentary marketing &
networking services provided by
Temos
Direct access to Temos accredited
hospitals & clinics as your clients

Start the accreditation process today! Call, email, or
visit the Temos website to create your free, private,
personal account. You will be assigned a secure user
name and password to access the Temos Information
Chart (TIC). Complete the TIC to receive your free
estimate of costs and expenses to invest in your
organization.

Free, exclusive membership to the
Diplomatic Council
Participation in the Temos Academy
 Ƥ 
Temos seal for market ơ
as a recognized mark of excellence
On-going support from the Temos
team
And more!

Market Diﬀerentiation. Diﬀerentiate your business
while improving your knowledge, skills, and
marketability with Temos accreditation. Temos
accreditation in Medical Travel Coordination is an
aﬀordable, streamlined process to demonstrate to
your clients that your services are trustworthy,
transparent, and of superior quality.
Our team of experts provides invaluable feedback
and suggestions for ways to improve your services
from the required information and documentation
you provide based in international best practices
and practical experience. The personalized service
ensures your organization receives the attention it
needs to beneﬁt from accreditation.

“Being a Temos accredited assistance company is an
honor and source of pride for Marm Assistance that
searches for the excellence in quality services. The
educational process created diﬀerent ideas to achieve
improvements for our company and clients. Thank you
to the Temos team for giving us the great opportunity
to prove that Marm Assistance is a reliable, transparent,
professional, independent assistance company”
- Ilke Saglamer, Quality Management Representative,
Marm Assistance

-

Temos accreditation is valid for three years.

About Temos:
Since 2015, Temos has accredited
health travel facilitators, setting
standards for excellence in the
end-to-end patient journey. Medical
Travel Coordinators rely on Temos
to innovate and promote the
highest standards of care for all
patients, domestic and
international.
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Its accredited facilitators are among
global leaders, demonstrating
commitment to superior patient
services.
Contact us today!

